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Committee Introduction
Ad Hoc is one of the most unconventional and challenging committees in GECMUN. The

committee is unique due to the aspect that its agenda is not clearly given out before the

conference (unlike other committees). For this reason, preparation regarding the agenda

and personal stance is nearly impossible in Ad Hoc. Instead of directly revealing delegates’

character allocation and the committee agenda, Ad Hoc provides delegates with broad

hints regarding the general topic such as images, text, and keywords. These subtle hints

will be provided one at a time each day starting from a week before the conference. Thus,

delegates are expected to carefully take use of the provided hints to infer the possible

agenda of the committee and prepare accordingly. Due to the “impromptu” nature of the

committee, Ad Hoc prioritizes delegates’ level of impromptu debate and diplomacy skills

instead of preparation and research. Flexibility and agility are the keys to success in this

committee.

Announcements:
● Roles will be assigned five minutes before the committee starts

● The director will give a brief summary of the topic before the start of the

committee

● The con artist is within the committee
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Letters from the Chairs
Dear distinguished delegates,

I am Jiwun Kim, the director of AD Hoc, who will be managing the committee along with

Henney Jung, the Head Chair and Joy Kim, the Deputy Chair.

There are three essential components of a crisis committee: a background guide, a great

director, and delegates. But some MUNers decided to get creative and went “hey what if

we took out the background guide and make the delegates improv by telling the prompt at

the start of the committee?” I know that I ostracized a bit by talking about basically what

AD Hoc is, but the point is this, this letter will be your only guide for the AD Hoc

committee. Moving forward, the chairs and I have prepared great topics in order to

emphasize on the improv area of MUN. This committee’s topic will be bold, thrilling, scary,

tense and maybe even romantic.

It is the chairs and my great pleasure to guide you along a journey of two days for

something none of the delegates have encountered before, it will be filled with deaths,

crisis updates and chaos. I look forward for a great crisis committee

Best regards,

Jiwun Kim (Jwunkim23@kis.ac)

Henney Jung (mjjung24@kis.ac)

Joy Kim (joykim26@kis.ac)

P.S. Hints will begin to leak through your email a week before GECMUN starts, so make

sure to begin pondering about the topic. Here’s the first hint to help you prepare.
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